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Implemented through adopted 
community and regional plans

2040 Growth Concept is our platform for 
local and regional climate action

Adopted in 1995
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Building toward 
six desired outcomes



Adopted in 2014 and 
approved by Oregon 
LCDC in 2015

Fully incorporated in 
regional transportation 
plan in 2018

Climate Smart Strategy
Regional policies and strategies for reducing emissions
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Climate Smart Land Use
Emphasize low carbon development patterns

• More infill and redevelopment in 
centers and corridors

• More mixed use and transit oriented 
development

• Higher densities for new development

• Compact urban growth boundary
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Climate Smart Transportation
Increase low carbon travel options and travel efficiency

• Low carbon and zero emissions 
vehicles

• Expand transit service (coverage and 
frequency)

• Complete biking and walking networks
• Provide incentives for walking, biking, 

transit and shared travel
• Use “smart” transportation 

technology
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Strategies with the largest carbon
reduction potential in the Portland region

ESTIMATED CARBON 
REDUCTION*

* This information was derived from Metropolitan GreenSTEP during development of the Climate Smart Strategy to demonstrate the relative effectiveness of each 
policy area. It assumes planned land uses to implement the 2040 Growth Concept and does not capture variations that may occur from synergies between multiple 
policies and investments. Source: Understanding Our Land Use and Transportation Choices Phase 1 Findings (January 2012), Metro.  



Strategies with moderate carbon
reduction potential in the Portland region

ESTIMATED CARBON 
REDUCTION*
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* This information was derived from Metropolitan GreenSTEP during development of the Climate Smart Strategy to demonstrate the relative 
effectiveness of each policy area. It assumes planned land uses to implement the 2040 Growth Concept and does not capture variations that may 
occur from synergies between multiple policies and investments. Source: Understanding Our Land Use and Transportation Choices Phase 1 Findings
(January 2012), Metro.  


Climate Smart Strategy | Moderate potential carbon reduction impact*

		

		Active Transportation (Investment)

· New biking and walking connections to schools, jobs, downtowns and other community places





		

		Travel Information and Incentives (Investment)

· Commuter travel options programs

· Household individualized marketing programs

· Car-sharing and eco-driving techniques



		 

		System Management and Operations (Investment)

· Variable message signs and speed limits

· Signal timing and ramp metering

· Transit signal priority, bus-only lanes, bus pull-outs

· Incident response detection and clearance
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I-205 OR 217 I-5/Rose Quarter

Strategies with low carbon
reduction potential in the Portland region

ESTIMATED CARBON 
REDUCTION*
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* This information was derived from Metropolitan GreenSTEP during development of the Climate Smart Strategy to demonstrate the relative 
effectiveness of each policy area. It assumes planned land uses to implement the 2040 Growth Concept and does not capture variations that may 
occur from synergies between multiple policies and investments. Source: Understanding Our Land Use and Transportation Choices Phase 1 Findings
(January 2012), Metro.  


Climate Smart Strategy | Low potential carbon reduction impact*

		



		Street and Highway Capacity (Investment)

· New lane miles (e.g, general purpose lanes, auxiliary lanes)
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Regional Transportation Plan
and supporting strategies

Freight Transit Safety Technology

TSMO
Climate 
Smart

Regional 
Travel OptionsBike/Ped 9



Many meaningful opportunities to 
listen, learn and collaborate
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2018 RTP investment priorities
reflecting feedback from the public and stakeholders
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Congestion Safety



View the interactive map and 
download planned projects at 
oregonmetro.gov/2018projects

RTP financially constrained priorities
$42 billion planned by 2040
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Planning for desired outcomes

2018 RTP 
Performance-Based 
Planning and 
Decision-Making 
Framework
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2018 RTP Investment Evaluation

Investments evaluated for alignment 
with RTP goals: 

• Plan-level system performance (all projects)

• Plan-level transportation equity analysis* 
(all projects)

• Project-level evaluation pilot (48 projects 
and deferred to next plan update)
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* Transportation equity measured across multiple outcomes to support 
federally-required Title VI and Environmental Justice Analysis.



2018 RTP System Performance
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COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
Access to jobs
Access to places
Access to travel options
Transportation safety
Public health
Involuntary displacement 
& affordability were not 
able to be evaluated
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2018 RTP Transportation Equity Analysis



AIR QUALITY AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE
This measure 
addresses how well a 
project avoids or 
reduces vehicle 
emissions impacts to 
health, the 
environment, and 
climate change.
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2018 RTP Pilot Project Evaluation


		

		Purpose: Reduce air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions and related impacts to people and the environment.

How well does the project reduce air pollutants including air toxics, criteria pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions? How well does the project reduce air pollutant impacts to sensitive populations? 



		

		Choose one

		7

		The project will result in zero vehicle emissions by providing new or significantly expanded rail transit service, and/or new biking or walking facilities.



		

		

		5

		The project will reduce vehicle emissions by providing new or significantly expanded bus transit service.



		

		

		3

		The project will reduce vehicle miles of travel and related emissions by shortening vehicle trips through the use of a park and ride facility, wayfinding, or creating a more direct route for vehicles, walking and/or biking (e.g., street and/or active transportation connectivity).



		

		

		2

		The project will reduce vehicle idling and related emissions through the use of technology such as traffic signal coordination, transit or freight signal priority, variable speed signs, ramp metering where it does not currently exist, etc.



		

		

		1

		The project will reduce or eliminate vehicle trips and related emissions by providing transit-supportive elements not identified above.



		

		

		0

		The project does not reduce vehicle emissions.



		

		3

		The project will reduce VMT and/or vehicle emissions in areas with high concentrations of air toxics and particulate matter OR within ¼-mile of sensitive land uses (e.g., daycare facilities, hospitals, social services facilities, schools, and retirement homes).



		10 points maximum score









The mechanics of how projects were 
improved or refined

Add projects to Constrained list 
with new HB 2017 revenues or by 
shifting project(s) from Strategic to 
Constrained list
Shift project timing
Update projects to specify project 
features that will improve equity, 
safety, climate and congestion 
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Plan meets or exceeds most Climate Smart 
monitoring targets by 2040, including Climate 
Smart transit service investment levels.

Plan expected to meet GHG target; reduces annual 
per capita carbon emissions by 46 percent by 2040

Plan makes progress but does not meet targets to 
complete the regional active transportation 
network by 2040.

RTP financially constrained priorities
Climate outcomes
Climate Smart implementation

Access to travel options 
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What we learned from the
2018 Regional Transportation Plan

We can expect to meet our climate goals if:
• we fund and implement our plan
• funding of projects and programs in the 

plan are prioritized based on their 
potential carbon reduction

We should continue to improve our tools 
to measure and track carbon emissions

- 46 percent 
expected reduction in per capita 
greenhouse gas emissions from 

passenger vehicles by 2040 
(compared to 2015 levels)

Source: Metro regional travel demand model 
and Metro regional emissions model (MOVES)
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Metro tools
Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES)
• Accounts for on-road travel associated 

with passenger and freight vehicles
• Configured with localized inputs in 

accordance with EPA conformity 
guidance

• Consulted with ODOT for average GHG 
emissions rate

• Emissions estimates for greenhouse 
gases and other pollutants

Metro Trip-Based Travel Demand Model
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Forecasts represent future projections of today’s observed travel 
behavior using estimates of future land use and transportation networks



• Better manage expectations – data and tools not perfect

• Value in system and project-level evaluation – both have limitations

• Significant prep work, but we think it is worth it

• Testing invaluable to identifying methodological challenges

• System level analysis disaggregation – what is the right geographic scale?

• Region – good, but not enough detail

• Project geography/scale of some projects too small

• Different evaluation strategy needed for different projects – maintenance 
projects vs. capital projects and large vs. small capital projects

• Need to improve our communication and visualization of results

Lessons learned
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Moving forward
Continue to align region’s efforts with state efforts 
to implement EO 20-04

Begin scoping 2023 RTP update – an opportunity to 
advance our climate and equity analysis capabilities

Develop VisionEval for Portland area to monitor 
progress at the plan-level every 5 years 

Develop tools and methods for project level 
analysis – specific projects, small investments and 
operational/ITS projects – to inform planning and 
programming activities
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Thank you!

Kim Ellis, AICP
Principal Transportation Planner | Oregon Metro MPO

kim.ellis@oregonmetro.gov
www.oregonmetro.gov/rtp
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